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The only source dedicated exclusively to the emerging technologies shaping the future
of business and national security.

This week’s Next5 Matrix Monitor features BAE Systems’ acquisition of Bohemia
Interactive Simulations, TikTok use during the Russia-Ukraine conflict, algorithms for
critical military decisions, China’s advancements in 5G, the White House’s executive
order on crypto, a green hydrogen project to develop clean rocket fuel for SpaceX,
autonomous systems to mitigate labor shortages in Japan's agriculture industry, a

superconducting switching device for quantum computers, and Russia surpassing  Iran
and North Korea to become the world's most sanctioned nation.



NEXT5 NEWS & AMPLIFICATIONS
→ ODNI released the US Intelligence Community Annual Threat Assessment this week,
which focused on Great Power Competition, health security, climate change, and
innovative use of new technology. This report was accompanied by an annual testimony from
the country’s top spy chiefs on March 8, which you can watch on C-Span here. China was
covered upfront, as a near-peer competitor especially economically, militarily, and
technologically - but also as a challenge to global norms and a threat to its neighbors. According
to the report, “China will remain the top threat to US technological competitiveness as Beijing
targets key sectors and proprietary commercial and military technology from US and allied
companies and institutions.” In her testimony, DNI Avril Haines said China presents “the
broadest, most active and persistent cyber espionage threat to US government and private
sector networks.” China is engaged in its largest nuclear expansion and arsenal diversification
in history and it seeks to match or exceed US capabilities in space to gain the “military,
economic, and prestige benefits that Washington has accrued from space leadership.” Though
the report was complete before Russia invaded Ukraine, the it says Russia remains an enduring
cyber threat and space competitor. DNI Haines also emphasized that Russia’s changed nuclear
alert posture is historic and notable (when asked if Russia would use nuclear weapons or
hypersonics, she would not comment in the open session). The IC assesses Putin was
surprised by Russia’s inability to rapidly seize Kyiv but probably remains confident his military
will ultimately prevail though “what he might be willing to accept as victory may change over
time given the significant costs he is enduring,” according to DNI Haines. The report also
covered enduring threats from terrorism and organized crime groups. #USA #CHN #RUS #IRN
#DPRK #AER #Cybersecurity #SCRM #Geopolitics ODNI

→ Space continues to play a critical role in the Ukraine conflict as Europe suffers a major
outage of Viasat services - a commercial satellite communications network, and Starlink
quickly recovers from jamming activity via software updates. A suspected distributed denial
of service incident affecting Viasat has caused disruption to broadband in a number of countries
including Ukraine over the past few weeks. Starlink stepped in to provide free internet service to
Ukraine and later became subject to jamming. However, Starlink was able to push software
updates to its constellation, quickly mitigating the threat and preventing further jamming. The
Viasat incident has sparked many policy discussions in Washington as network defenders
anticipate future VSAT hacks, including possibly outside of Europe. International partners of
Next5 in the space industry have also seen an increased level of threat activity and remain on
alert for further incidents. In an open testimony this week, US intelligence chiefs said they are
most concerned about ransomware and spillover cyber incidents that could affect industries not
even intentionally targeted, citing historically uncareful, large scale spillover attacks by the
Russian services like NotPetya. #Cybersecurity #USA #SAT #AER #DIG #5G #Geopolitics
#SCRM #RUS #UKR #EUR Sky News NBC News

→ Crowdstrike, Cloudflare, and Ping are offering free cybersecurity services to protect
US hospitals, electric and water utilities amid heightened risk of retaliatory hacks. Though
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no surge in cyber incidents on American companies has been reported yet, CISA has urged US
organizations to lock down their systems in case the Russian government or private hackers
take action as tension between the two countries grows. Endpoint protection company
Crowdstrike, two-factor authentication provider Ping, and Cloudflare, which is best known for
guarding websites from automated denial-of-service attacks, are offering their free services to
organizations most often at risk. The program is open to any size organization as long as it is
not already a customer, and there is no limit on the number of participants, the companies said.
The potential for cyber conflict between Russia and the US puts Cloudflare in an unusual
position as it has clients in Russia. Cloudflare was even called out by name by Ukraine’s digital
transformation minister for protecting Russian sites. In a blog post earlier this week, Cloudflare
said it stopped business with all sanctions-related organizations in Russia and is reviewing all
other business relationships on a case-by-case basis. Crowdstrike does not have any business
exposure in Russia and Ping said its business ties to Russia were negligible. #Cybersecurity
#USA #RUS #SCRM #Geopolitics The Washington Post

DIGITALIZATION
→ BAE Systems has completed the $200M acquisition of Bohemia Interactive
Simulations (BISim), a company that specializes in building high-fidelity training
simulations for the military. BISim works with 60 different militaries around the world and 300
integrators serving those militaries. It will become a wholly-owned subsidiary of BAE Systems
and will join the company’s intelligence and security sector. BAE will be able to help BISim with
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incorporating digital modeling into their environments, creating a pipeline from digital
engineering to training. The US Space Force in particular seeks to design new systems for
training and simulation, but gaming simulations typically haven’t followed a digital engineering
approach. According to Alexion, military leadership is becoming increasingly comfortable using
virtual options for training, partly due to a generational shift and partly due to successful
demonstrations. According to a company statement, BAE Systems expects the global market for
military training and simulation to eventually surpass $11B annually.

#DIG #USA C4ISRNet

→ The Russia-Ukraine conflict has exacerbated shortcomings in TikTok’s moderation
controls which have enabled a proliferation of scam accounts posting fake content to
attract followers and money, according to experts. According to a TikTok misinformation
researcher, some users are engaging in swindling over livestreams where donations are easy.
Researchers highlight financial incentives on TikTok, designed to reward creators, as having
unintended consequences. Creators can receive virtual gifts – such as digital roses and pandas
– during livestreams and convert them into Diamonds, a TikTok currency, which can then be
withdrawn as real money. Social media companies are under increased scrutiny in the west for
perceived failures in not removing inaccurate content and Russian state propaganda during the
escalation. Last week, Facebook, YouTube, and TikTok agreed to take down Russian
state-backed media outlets Russia Today and Sputnik in the EU following requests by the bloc.
Experts argue that TikTok’s algorithm enables the spread of viral misinformation more than its
peers. They have also noted that the platform’s editing tools allow users to easily repurpose or
mix audio and visual content from varied sources. #DIG #USA #CHN #RUS #UKR Financial
Times
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→ Twitter has banned more than 100 accounts that repeatedly retweeted the
#IStandWithPutin hashtag, which trended on the platform last week. The accounts that had
retweeted the #IStandWithPutin the most had only a few dozen followers and had stock photos
for profile pictures on the platform, indicating they may be inauthentic, according to NBC News.
Big tech platforms and social media companies, including Facebook, Twitter, Youtube, and
Reddit, have restricted Russian state media access on their platforms and demonetized content
from such publishers since Russia invaded Ukraine. In response to the restrictions, Russia has
blocked access to Facebook and Twitter. Senator Mark Warner (D. VA) sent letters to tech
companies including Meta, Twitter, and Alphabet, requesting they curb Russian disinformation
and devote more resources to identifying fake accounts. #DIG #USA #RUS #UKR The Hill

→ The metaverse has emerged as a topic at China’s “Two Sessions,” the country’s
largest gathering of lawmakers and top political consultants. A number of delegates have
published their metaverse proposals for the gatherings of the National People’s Congress (NPC)
and Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC), sharing their views on how
China should embrace and regulate the metaverse. Some delegates believed the central
government should lead the development of, and applications for, the metaverse. According to
delegate Kong Falong, Beijing should set up a national metaverse research and development
center that focuses on relevant technologies, including integrated circuits and blockchain,
according to his proposal published by state media. The country that can seize the metaverse
high ground is more likely to be a world leader in the digital economy. He also called for
establishing industry standards so that boundaries can be set, adding that the development of
applications for areas such as agriculture, smart cities, and culture and tourism should be
accompanied by forward-looking legal research that covers the ethical use of such technologies.
#DIG #CHN SCMP

SATELLITES & NAVIGATION
→ China launched a set of commercial satellites for testing broadband services, on-orbit
networking, and integrating communications and remote sensing technologies. A Long
March 2C lifted off from the Xichang Satellite Launch Center in southwest China on Saturday,
March 5, carrying six satellites for private firm Galaxy Space. Each satellite has a mass of 190
kilograms, are capable of data speeds of 40Gbps, and are smaller and more capable than the
Yinhe-1 satellite launched in 2020, according to the firm. The satellites could play an important
part in the development of China’s plan to establish a national low Earth orbit broadband
mega-constellation, overseen by a state-owned enterprise but apparently involving players from
the country’s nascent commercial sector. #SAT #CHN Space News

→ A new venture promises better information about objects in orbit and more tailored
space situational awareness services for satellite operators. Privateer, based in Maui,
Hawaii, unveiled its first product on March 1, a visualization tool called Wayfinder that combines
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data from several sources, including data from US Space Command and data provided directly
by satellite operators. Wayfinder could be used to add information about the characteristics of
objects, in addition to their orbits, which would be valuable for companies planning satellite
servicing or debris removal activities. Privateer is also working on space-based systems to track
objects. The company is completing work on a three-unit CubeSat called Pono-1, scheduled to
launch later this year, that will carry 42 sensors. Privateer is the latest company in a growing
sector of the space industry focused on tracking and characterizing objects in orbit and
providing services, such as collision warnings, to satellite operators. That growth stands in
contrast to the much slower progress on government efforts, like the development of an open
architecture data repository, or OADR, by the Office of Space Commerce that will be part of its
efforts to take over civil space traffic management responsibilities in 2024. #SAT #USA Space
News

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
→ The US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) has launched a
program to explore the use of algorithms in helping to make critical military decisions
under challenging circumstances. Called the In the Moment (ITM) program, the initiative
would quantify the alignment of algorithms with authorized human decision-makers to help
during an absence of an agreed-upon answer. The algorithms can assume decision-making
when human decision-makers disagree or during uncertainty, resource limitation, or time
constraints. The agency stated that understanding the key characteristics of expert human
decision-making and representing them in algorithmic decision-makers is essential to ensure
algorithms make trustworthy choices. #AI #USA The Defense Post

→ A recent study suggests that job seekers are likely to accept some level of automation
in some parts of the hiring process. Companies contending with recent labor shortages are
increasingly turning to AI as a way to facilitate and speed up the hiring process. But the new
research underscores the cases when using AI in hiring could be counterproductive. For
instance, in one part of the study participants were shown fictional job postings and then asked
if they intended to apply for the position. The researchers found that if the job posting said AI
was used to both screen applicants and conduct interviews, participants’ intention to apply to
the position averaged 2.77 on a six-point scale, with 6 reflecting the highest intention to apply. If
AI was used only for the screening process, participants’ intention to apply averaged 3.73.
Participants who were told the hiring would be fully automated tended to believe more than
others that they had less agency or voice in the outcome. Overall, the study results suggest this
concern tends to outweigh the appreciation of AI’s lack of bias at the interviewing stage. #AI
WSJ

→ In a new study, researchers present a new mathematical model that can improve
performance by combining human and algorithmic predictions and confidence scores. To
test the framework, researchers at the University of California, Irvine conducted an image
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classification experiment in which human participants and computer algorithms worked
separately to correctly identify distorted pictures of animals and everyday items – chairs, bottles,
bicycles, and trucks. The human participants ranked their confidence in the accuracy of each
image identification as low, medium or high, while the machine classifier generated a continuous
score. The results showed large differences in confidence between humans and AI algorithms
across images. When predictions and confidence scores from both were combined using the
researchers' new Bayesian framework, the hybrid model led to better performance than either
human or machine predictions achieved alone. #AI #USA TechXplore

→ A pilot study of the use of AI to detect the needs of students in remote learning has
concluded that teachers can use the data obtained to help struggling students. The
research was carried out in conjunction with the Universitat Oberta de Catalunya (UOC), the
Eurecat technological center, and the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid. The study, published in
the open-access scientific journal Applied Sciences, drew on information gathered from 396
university students between the 2016/2017 and 2020/2021 academic years. Before the final
exam, students were given the chance to take tests featuring various questions adapted to their
individual level. From their data, students were classified as excellent, on track, or at risk. The
need for innovative technology in the learning process and especially in assessing performance
is one of the greatest challenges faced by remote education. AI can also help detect possible
fraud or plagiarism by students. #AI #ESP #DEU Phys.org

NEXT GENERATION COMMUNICATIONS
→ China is continuing high-level investments for more fifth-generation network
infrastructure as it maintains its position as the 5G global leader. According to China’s
Ministry of Industry and Information technology, all cities as well as 87% of all rural centers in
the country have 5G coverage. The ministry aims to install more than 600k 5G base stations
this year, expanding China’s high-speed mobile network to 2M working units. China is even
looking to develop new 5G network services in the manufacturing, medical, and educational
sectors, improving efficiency and quality. The country expects to see the number of 5G users
exceed 560M by 2023, according to a guideline released last year. By then, over 40% of
personal mobile phone users are expected to be using the network, and China will have 18 5G
base stations per every ten thousand people, according to the guideline. #5G #CHN TechWire
Asia Nikkei Asia

→ Huawei recently signed massive 5G deals with Turkish and Brazilian operators. The
company signed a memorandum of understanding with Turkish telecommunications provider
Türk Telekom to develop a 5G network in Turkey. As part of the 5G collaboration, the two
companies will initially focus on smart farming applications and gaming. Separately, on March 5,
  Brazilian operator TIM and Huawei signed a memorandum of understanding on 5G smart city
joint innovation to promote the construction of smart cities in Brazil. #5G #DIG #CHN #TUR
#BRA Gizchina Technode
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FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY
→ US President Joe Biden signed an executive order on Wednesday, March 9 requiring
the government to assess the risks and benefits of creating a central bank digital dollar,
as well as other cryptocurrency issues. Biden's order will require the Treasury Department,
the Commerce Department, and other key agencies to prepare reports on "the future of money"
and the role cryptocurrencies will play. The measures focus on six key areas: consumer
protection, financial stability, illicit activity, US competitiveness, financial inclusion, and
responsible innovation. Nine countries have launched central bank digital currencies, and 16
others – including China –  have begun development of such digital assets, leading some in
Washington to worry that the dollar could lose some of its dominance in China. #FIN #USA
#CHN Reuters CNBC

→ Crypto-currency trading platform Coinbase has blocked 25,000 wallet addresses
related to Russia. The addresses were blocked over fears crypto-currency could be used to
evade sanctions. Coinbase's chief legal officer, Paul Grewal, made the announcement on a
company blog, outlining how the crypto exchange was complying with new rules imposed due
to Russia's invasion of Ukraine. Russia is also becoming increasingly isolated from the larger
non-crypto financial systems. Visa, Mastercard, and American Express have suspended all
operations in Russia. All three said cards issued abroad would no longer work at shops or cash
machines in Russia. But Russia downplayed the impact of the suspension, suggesting cards
issued by Russian banks would continue to work inside Russia, as transactions could be
handled by a domestic operator. And some Russian banks, including Sberbank and Alfa-Bank,
said they might issue co-badged cards linked to Russia's Mir and China's UnionPay
international payment systems. #FIN #USA #RUS #UKR #CHN BBC

→ Senator Elizabeth Warren (D-Mass.) is preparing a bill to make it more difficult to use
cryptocurrency to circumvent sanctions. The proposal, still in draft form, has taken on new
urgency as bipartisan concerns grow that members of Moscow’s elite might be able to sidestep
sanctions by using digital currencies. It aims to force companies to choose between doing
business in the US or with sanctioned people and entities by threatening secondary sanctions
on foreign crypto exchanges. Lawmakers worry that cryptocurrency is emerging as a
workaround to existing sanctions, yet the Treasury Department remains confident that the
measures in place will prove effective. A Treasury Department official underscored the difficulty
of evading US sanctions, stating that although some exchanges may be willing to offer services
to sanctioned persons and entities, they will not be able to support a large economy. #FIN #USA
#RUS #UKR NBC Coin Desk

AEROSPACE & SPACE
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→ The US Space Systems Command – the Space Force organization that oversees
procurement of new technology – is being restructured to bring a fresh focus to
competition with adversaries. Space Force leaders unveiled details of the reorganization at
the Air Force Association’s Air Warfare Symposium on March 4. Following a 90-day review of
Space Systems Command, Lieutenant General Michael Guetlein, the organization’s
Commander, proposed a new structure built around five program executive offices: Assured
Access to Space; Battle Management Command, Control, and Communications (BMC3); Space
Domain Awareness and Combat Support; Communications & Positioning Navigation and Timing
(PNT); and Space Sensing. The restructuring comes amid US efforts to deal with challenges
posed by Russian and Chinese anti-satellite weapons. #AER #SAT #USA #CHN #RUS Space
News

BIOTECHNOLOGY
→ Researchers combined CRISPR technology with an AI-designed protein to awaken
individual dormant genes through disabling the chemical “off switches” that silence
them. The University of Washington School of Medicine research team fused an AI-designed
protein, EED binder (EB), which competes with EZH2 and thereby inhibits PRC2 function, to
dCas9 (EBdCas9) to allow for PRC2 inhibition at a precise locus using gRNA. They found that
targeting EBdCas9 to four different genes (TBX18, p16, CDX2, and GATA3) results in precise
H3K27me3 and EZH2 reduction, gene activation, and functional outcomes in the cell cycle (p16)
or trophoblast transdifferentiation (CDX2 and GATA3). According to the researchers, the
technique allows scientists to better understand the role that individual genes play in normal cell
growth and development, aging, and diseases such as cancer. The new technique regulates
gene activity without changing the genome's DNA sequence by focusing on chemical
modifications that help package genes and regulate their activity — epigenetic markers.
Scientists are particularly interested in epigenetic modifications because not only do they affect
gene activity in normal cell function, they can accumulate with time, contribute to aging, and
affect the health of future generations. #BIO #AI #USA Inside Precision Medicine

GREEN TECHNOLOGY

→ Green Hydrogen International (GHI) announced plans last week to develop a
brand-new green hydrogen project – the world’s largest – which will be used to develop
clean rocket fuel for SpaceX. When completed, the 60-gigawatt project – located near a
hydrogen storage facility in Duval County, Texas – will produce over 2.5B kilograms of green
hydrogen per year. GHI is developing the site, dubbed “Hydrogen City,” due to its close
proximity to the Piedras Pintas Salt Dome, which will be used to store the massive amounts of
hydrogen produced there. GHI will then pipe that hydrogen 90 miles east to Corpus Christi and
to Brownsville, where SpaceX is headquartered, about 100 miles south of the hub. Additional
pipelines are slated to carry hydrogen to other parts of the state. SpaceX currently uses a
kerosene-based rocket fuel to power its Falcon 9 rockets. But the company’s Raptor engine –
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which is designed to someday send Starship to the moon and Mars – runs on a mixture of
cryogenic liquid methane and liquid oxygen, or “methalox.” GHI is seeking to combine hydrogen
with CO2 at the Port of Brownsville to create a green methane rocket fuel for launch operations
in South Texas. #GRN #AER #USA Popular Mechanics

→ A new EV from the Alibaba-backed IM Motors will launch this month, joining a
crowded but rapidly growing market dominated by Tesla and Chinese firms Xpeng and
Nio. The first smart electric car from IM Motors will go on sale on March 29, with the first
deliveries slated for April, according to an article published on Alizila, the official news hub of
Alibaba. The new electric car marks Alibaba’s debut in an industry becoming increasingly
crowded by Chinese tech firms. Rivaling tech giants have rushed to tap the world’s largest EV
market to fuel new growth. According to a projection from  the China Passenger Car Association,
sales of new energy passenger vehicles in China could grow 84% YoY to 5.5M units in 2022.
#GRN #CHN SCMP

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
→ 3D printing is playing an increasingly important role as a new generation of materials
enabling higher performance electronics emerges. Google, Meta, GE, Johnson & Johnson,
and Samsung, among others, are using a technology from Optomec known as Aersol Jet to
print conductive circuits onto 3D objects. Because additive manufacturing offers geometric
freedom greater than traditional production technologies, it’s possible to fabricate electronics –
such as antennas – with unique new capabilities. Boston-based startup Fortify has created a
novel 3D printer that can magnetically align composite particles, such as ceramic fibers, for
tougher parts. And Fortify’s Continuous Kinetic Mixing opens up its printers to more viscous
resins that can typically be used in 3D printing. This includes plastics for use in radio frequency
(RF) and microwave communications. Future devices could vastly improve the gain and
scanning angles of an antenna, which may be key to rolling out 5G networks. Because lower
frequency communication bands have become congested and telecommunications and defense
companies are looking to target mmWave 5G, 3D printed lenses could become widely
implemented. #MFG #USA #KOR Forbes

AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
→ Japanese farm equipment manufacturers have developed autonomous systems to
help fill the increasing labor shortages in Japan's agriculture industry. Farm equipment
maker Orec has developed a self-driving mower for fruit orchards in partnership with NEC and
Kyushu University. The user drives the machine remotely along the edges of the area to be
mowed; once the mower starts piloting itself, it stays within those boundaries. The AV uses the
Michibiki satellite system, Japan's answer to GPS. The machine can accurately gauge its
position to within a few cm, and is equipped with sensors to help it avoid obstacles such as
people and trees. Meanwhile, Matsumoto Kiko, a manufacturer based in Kagoshima
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Prefecture's tea-growing region, has developed a self-driving tea harvester. The technology
makes use of 5G wireless services, which were established in 2021. The system utilizes
sensors to determine the location of each row of bushes, and it can automatically turn around
and move on to the next row after finishing one. The autonomous system can be monitored
from up to 2 km away due to 5G. The harvester's AI can detect an animal or other impediment
in the road and issue a warning. In another experiment, drones will visually monitor the
development of tea plants. The 5G network can send image data to a computer in about three
hours. Traditionally, farmers would walk through vast tea fields to inspect crop growth with their
own eyes. The drones are expected to aid farmers by reducing time and labor. #AUT #AI #SAT
#5G #SCRM #JPN Nikkei Asia

→ Aero HygenX's RAY, an autonomous UV, can reliably and quickly eliminate 99.999% of
pathogens in airlines using ultraviolet technology (UVC), making aircraft disinfection
faster and less expensive. During the
pandemic, airlines had to start performing
deeper cleaning on aircraft to prevent the
spread of Covid-19 and responded by
employing cleaners to perform heavy-duty
sterilization technology to target the virus. A
Canadian tech startup developed a greener,
hands-free solution in the form of a
self-driving system called RAY. RAY uses
UVC, which destroys the DNA structure of
bacteria and viruses that are on surfaces
and in the air. According to the company,
RAY consistently eliminates diseases like
Covid-19 and Ebola. The technology does
not require manual cleaning or the use of any hazardous chemicals, meaning there is no left
behind residue that could damage plastics or fabrics. RAY is the first autonomous UVC
disinfection system, specially designed for airliners. It uses motion-sensing technology to move
up and down aircraft aisles and navigate throughout the galleys. According to the companies,
the UAV can disinfect an entire Mitsubishi CRJ plane in as little as seven minutes. Aero HygenX
has expanded the use of RAY to larger jets, including Avelo Airlines' Boeing 737 planes. The
airline company has stated that RAY reduces both labor time and costs. #AUT #BIO #GRN
#AER #CAN #JPN #USA Business Insider

SEMICONDUCTORS & CHIPS
→ Intel, TSMC, and Samsung, announced on March 3 that they will collaborate with other
leading tech companies to establish an industry standard for advanced chip-packaging
technologies. The chipmakers said that they will form a consortium for collaboration on
next-generation chip packaging and stacking, the last steps in semiconductor manufacturing
before chips are mounted onto print circuit boards and assembled into electronic devices. The
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consortium will include top global chip developers and tech giants such as Advanced Micro
Devices, Qualcomm, and Arm, as well as Google Cloud, Meta, and Microsoft, as well as ASE
Technology Holding, the world's largest provider of chip packaging and testing services. The
new consortium aims to create a new ecosystem and fuel collaboration in the packaging and
stacking segments by establishing a single chip packaging standard called Universal Chiplet
Interconnect Express (UCIe). Better ways of combining different types of chips — or chiplets —
in a single package can result in a more powerful chip system. UCIe is set to provide a complete
"die-to-die" interconnect standard that will make it easy for end users to mix and match chiplet
components. (An individual chip is called a “die” before it is packaged). This means they will be
able to build customized systems-on-a-chip (SoC) using parts from different vendors. #CHP
#SCRM #USA #TWN #KOR Nikkei Asia

→ Toshiba Corp. stated that the chip shortage will worsen due to ongoing supply chain
constraints caused by the Ukraine invasion, as Ukraine is a key supplier of chipmaking
materials. Ukraine is a major supplier of purified rare gasses such as neon and krypton, both
essential to making semiconductors. It accounts for almost 70% of the world’s neon gas
capacity, according to TrendForce data. While some chipmakers have downplayed the impact of
disruption from the invasion, it’s “clearly not positive,” according to Toshiba. The company
issued a supply warning in September 2021, and said the situation and outlook haven’t
improved since then. #CHP #SCRM #Geopolitics #JPN #UKR #RUS Bloomberg

→ Italy plans to set aside more than $4.6B until 2030 to boost domestic chip
manufacturing as it seeks more investment from chip makers, such as Intel. This move
comes after Intel announced in September 2021 that it could invest up to $95B in Europe over
the next decade. To boost domestic chipmaking, Italy is also in talks with French-Italian
STMicroelectronics, Taiwanese-controlled MEMC Electronic Materials Inc. and Israeli Tower
Semiconductor, which is set to be bought by Intel. Moreover, Italy plans to allocate 150M euros
in 2022 and 500M euros per year from 2023 to 2030 as part of an 8B euro package to support
the economy and reduce rising energy bills. #CHP #SCRM #ITA #USA #FRA #TWN #ISR
#EUR #CHN Reuters

QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY
→ A new type of superconducting switching device developed by IBM scientists could be
used in future components for both classical and quantum computers. The researchers,
who published their findings in Nature Electronics, proposed a new explanation for the
microscopic processes that underpin the operation of a new superconducting switch that was
introduced in a 2018 paper. IBM researchers now have an alternative explanation, which they
describe in a research post: at the gate voltages where superconductivity was suppressed,
weak currents of high-energy electrons leaking out of the gate were always present. According
to the researchers, when a current flows among the two remote gates, the superconductivity in
the nanowire is suppressed similar to when the nearby gate is used. They explain: “In a first
step, the high energy electrons trigger the emission of phonons in the silicon substrate on which
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both the nanowire and the gates sit. Like water waves, these phonons travel a considerable
distance (several micrometers) and reach the superconducting nanowire, where they efficiently
suppress superconductivity”. These findings may lead to important advances in
superconducting applications, including quantum ones, they added. #QNT #USA The Quantum
Insider

→ The NATO Cyber Security Center (NCSC) has successfully completed a trial of new
“quantum safe” technology, designed to mitigate the future risks posed by quantum
computers cracking asymmetric cryptography. The NCSC tested "secure communication
flows" using one of Post Quantum's specialized virtual private networks (VPNs), according to
the UK company. Security experts have long warned that communications based on current
public key encryption standards such as RSA will be at risk once quantum technology matures.
Email, online banking, cryptocurrencies, and the vast majority of the world's communication
systems are all theoretically vulnerable. This could give adversary nations like China or Russia
an advantage in targeting government, critical infrastructure, and private networks. To combat
this, Post Quantum developed its technology as a “Hybrid Post-Quantum VPN,” which blends
traditional encryption algorithms with those deemed “quantum-safe”. It has submitted the
solution to the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) for open standardization. “Securing
NATO’s communications for the quantum era is paramount to our ability to operate effectively
without fear of interception,” said Konrad Wrona, NCSC principal scientist. #QNT
#Cybersecurity #FIN #GBR #EUR #CHN #RUS Infosecurity Magazine

GEOPOLITICS
→ On March 8, US President Biden announced bans on Russian energy imports,
signaling the US’ plans to round up other sources of energy, while the EU plans to cut
Russian energy dependence by almost 80% in 2022. The US ban will affect imports of
Russian oil, liquefied natural gas (LNG), and coal. "We're moving forward with this ban
understanding that many of our European allies and partners may not be in a position to join
us," President Biden said, adding that the US was much less reliant on Russian oil. Additionally,
the UK said it will phase out the import of Russian oil and oil products by the end of 2022, giving
the market and businesses time to find clean energy alternatives. Separately, the European
Commission announced a plan on March 8 to diversify gas supplies and accelerate the
deployment of renewable gasses, which it claims will reduce EU demand for Russian gas by
two-thirds before 2023. The commission is set to say that accelerating the European Green
Deal - the bloc’s sweeping strategy aimed at reaching climate neutrality by 2050 - will reduce
GHG emissions, cut reliance on imported fossil fuels and shield the economy from price hikes,
according to an official. #Geopolitics #GRN #SCRM #USA #GBR #EU #UKR #RUS Bloomberg
Business Insider Reuters

→ Following the withdrawal of US tech firms, Chinese tech firms are weighing their
options in Russia. After Western tech companies have discontinued sales to Russia following
its invasion of Ukraine, Chinese tech giants have, so far, stayed silent and shown no signs of
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joining the withdrawal. Many built strong ties in Russia over recent decades, capturing more
than 40% of the market for some tech products. While Russia is a small tech market by global
standards, accounting for about 2% of global smartphone and PC shipments, it is Europe's
largest phone market and a competitive tech battleground where Western companies compete
with Chinese rivals. According to market tracker Counterpoint Research, China's Xiaomi Corp.
is Russia's second-largest phone seller, situated between Samsung and Apple. According to
International Data Corp., Hong Kong-based Lenovo Group Ltd. is the second-largest PC seller
in Russia, trailing HP, which led the market last year with a 21% share. Huawei is Russia's
leading telecom-equipment vendor, competing with Swiss-based Ericsson for 5G contracts.
However, it will not be easy for Chinese sellers to make immediate gains, analysts say.
Obstacles facing Chinese companies include logistical issues in Russia, complications with
payments from financial sanctions, and the risk of running afoul of the highly complex US and
allied export controls, even inadvertently, according to experts. #Geopolitics #5G #SCRM #USA
#CHN #KOR #UKR #RUS WSJ

→ In the 10 days since Putin's invasion of Ukraine, Russia has surpassed Iran and North
Korea to become the world's most sanctioned nation, with Switzerland leading in the
number of sanctions imposed on Russia. In a surge of action led by the U.S. and European
allies starting February 22, Russia became the target of 2,778 new sanctions designations,
bringing them to more than 5,530, according to Castellum.AI. That surpassed Iran, which has
confronted 3,616 sanctions against it over the course of a decade, most for its nuclear program
and support of terrorism. The sanctions against Russia highlight the unity of the US and its allies
in the face of Putin's invasion, as well as their determination to use economic power to try to
dissuade him from pressing his advance. The vast majority of the sanctions against Russia
since February 22 are against individuals — 2,427, Castellum.AI says — compared with 343
against entities, which are usually companies or government agencies. In a deviation from its
traditional neutrality, Switzerland moved to adopt sanctions that the EU imposed on Russian
people and companies and froze their assets to punish the invasion of Ukraine. Switzerland is
leading with 568 sanctions actions, compared with 518 for the EU and 512 for France. The US
has imposed 243 sanctions so far. Additionally, the EU is working on further steps that could
include targeting crypto-assets, officials said on March 3.
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#Geopolitics #FIN #RUS #UKR #IRN #PRK #CHE #USA #FRA #EU Bloomberg Reuters

CYBERSECURITY
→ Hackers gained access to computers belonging to employees of nearly two dozen
major US liquefied natural gas (LNG) companies, including Chevron Corp., just before
Russia invaded Ukraine. According to Resecurity Inc., which discovered the operation, the
hackers were the first stage in an effort to infiltrate an increasingly critical sector of the energy
industry. Resecurity’s investigation began in February 2022, when the firm’s researchers spotted
a small number of hackers, including one linked to a wave of attacks in 2018 against European
organizations that Microsoft Corp. attributed to Strontium, the company’s nickname for a
hacking group associated with Russia’s GRU military intelligence service. The researchers
tracked hackers' servers and discovered a flaw in the software that allowed them to obtain files
from the machines and see what the hackers had already done. According to the files, the
hackers gained access to more than 100 computers belonging to current and former employees
of 21 major energy companies during a two-week blitz in February. In some cases, the hackers
compromised the target machines themselves, while in others, they paid up to $15k for access
to specific computers that had already been infected by others. Resecurity believes the attack
was carried out by state-sponsored hackers due to the timing of the operation. #Cybersecurity
#Geopolitics #USA #UKR #RUS Bloomberg

→ Through legislation and international cooperation, the US government is stepping up
its efforts to strengthen its cyber defenses and assist its allies in the cyber arena. The
Cyber Incident Reporting for Critical Infrastructure Act of 2022, which was unanimously passed
in the Senate on March 1 as part of a larger cybersecurity legislation package, would require
critical infrastructure companies to report cyberattacks and ransomware to the Department of
Homeland Security's Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA). Separately, on
March 7, the US announced a collaboration with fellow NATO member Spain to combat
“cyberattacks” in the wake of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. US Deputy Secretary of State
Wendy Sherman emphasized that the US and its allies need to invest in building technological
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capacities that can withstand cyberattacks that are undermining national security and critical
infrastructure. #Cybersecurity #Geopolitics #USA #ESP #EUR #UKR #RUS The Hill

→ According to Google’s threat analysis group (TAG), Belarus had targeted Ukrainian
and Polish officials with phishing campaigns amid Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. In a blog
post on March 7, TAG said Ghostwriter, a Belarusian hacking group, had conducted phishing
campaigns targeting Polish and Ukrainian government and military organizations in the past
week, in an attempt to get officials' credentials. TAG added that Ghostwriter has also targeted
individuals using several Ukrainian, Russian and Polish email providers. The group also stated
that Fancy Bear, which it identified as being affiliated with Russia's military intelligence agency,
had conducted several large phishing campaigns targeting users of ukr.net, a Ukrainian media
company, over the past two weeks. The emails were sent from compromised accounts and
directed to credential phishing pages. #Cybersecurity #Geopolitics #BLR #POL #UKR #RUS
The Hill

→ On March 8, Google announced the acquisition of cybersecurity firm Mandiant Inc. for
nearly $5.4B, with the goal of bolstering its cloud unit with more cybersecurity services
at a time when businesses have seen a wave of “attacks” on their systems. The deal is the
second-largest in history for the Alphabet Inc. unit. Thomas Kurian, chief executive of Google
Cloud, said that Google wanted to draw from the insights of Mandiant’s threat research in how it
applies security solutions to its products. US intelligence agencies have come to rely on the
insights provided by Mandiant and other companies that shed light on the motives and tactics of
hackers in Russia, China, Iran and elsewhere. Cyberattacks linked to Russia in the run-up to the
country’s invasion of Ukraine have heightened awareness about such threats. #Cybersecurity
#USA #UKR #RUS #CHN #IRN WSJ

→ The Lapsus$ ransomware group leaked proprietary information about Nvidia and
Samsung, including code signing certificates that are now being used by threat actors.
The group wanted Nvidia to remove its Lite Hash Rate, which crypto users abhor for curbing the
amount of cryptocurrency ethereum that can be mined on the company's RTX 30 series
graphics cards, one Nvidia’s top proprietary secrets. When Nvidia didn't meet its request, the
group leaked "Nvidia signed" certificates to install drivers on computers, particularly those using
Windows. Multiple hack-tracking sites have reported that hackers are already using the leaked
Nvidia data as part of their attacks by using the firm’s tools to make hacking tools look like
legitimate software that might outsmart virus detection tools. Then, the Lapsus$ hackers posted
a 190GB torrent file to their Telegram channel on March 4, claiming it contained confidential
Samsung source code that exposed the company’s device security systems. Among the items
listed were algorithms for Samsung smartphone biometric authentication and bootloader source
code to bypass some operating system controls. #Cybersecurity #BIO #FIN #USA #KOR
TheStreet Forbes The Washington Post Windows Central Bloomberg

SUPPLY CHAINS
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→ Canada’s National Bank says the country could help replace key Russian exports,
including raw materials used in chip manufacturing. According to National Bank of Canada
economists, Canada and other commodity powerhouses can help replace key exports as
Western sanctions over Russia's invasion of Ukraine isolate Russia's economy and reduce
global supplies of everything from gas to lumber. The two economists, writing as global
commodity prices surged, noted the close similarities between Canadian and Russia export
baskets. Both countries are key exporters of crude oil, natural gas, aluminum, lumber, wheat,
iron and gold. However, there’s little Canada can do in the short term to increase supplies of oil
and gas to Europe because it does not have the necessary pipeline infrastructure to its coasts,
says Canada's Environment Minister Stephen Guilbeault. #SCRM #CHP #Geopolitics #USA
#CAN #EUR #UKR #RUS Bloomberg

→ China's semiconductor imports have fallen for the first time in two years, with the
volume of integrated circuits (ICs) imported falling 4.6% in the first two months of 2022.
According to data from the General Administration of Customs, China imported 91.9B IC units in
January and February. However, the value of imports increased 19.2% to $68.8B, owing to a
global chip shortage that has driven up semiconductor prices. For the last two years, monthly
year-to-date IC import growth has hovered around 25%, with March 2021 seeing the highest
growth at 33.6%. At the end of 2021, the growth began to slow. The Chinese government has
been pouring money into the semiconductor industry in an effort to boost domestic production
as the country's tech rivalry with the US heats up. However, the country has yet to be able to
eliminate its reliance on imported ICs because domestic producers lack the skills and
technology required to design and manufacture the most advanced chips. According to a
January report from the Washington-based Semiconductor Industry Association, China's
semiconductor manufacturers accounted for about 9% of global sales in 2020. The report stated
that if China's chip industry grows at a 30% annual rate, it will have a 17.4% market share by
2024, trailing only the US and South Korea. According to the Chinese government, private
companies are "one of the most crucial but weakest links" in China's IC industry, and Beijing
could provide more assistance to the industry through procurement and tax breaks. #SCRM
#CHP #Geopolitics #CHN #USA #KOR SCMP
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